
2020 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

***ALL CLASSES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE*** 
Kids Track always meets in Rappahannock Room 

Friday, January 17th 

11:00 am Registration (Fairfax Foyer) and Vendor Room Open (Fairfax Ballroom B) (Vendor 
Room Closes at 12:45) 

11am-9pm FRIDAY FORTUNE! (Fairfax Ballroom B Room) 
On Friday ONLY, for every $25 spent in the Vendor Room between the hours of 11:00 and 
10:00 pm, you will receive one raffle ticket.  At 11:00 pm, Kidvention staff will then raffle off 
various goodies from the Vendor Room.  Simply print your name on every ticket you have 
and then put your tickets in the bucket at 11pm.   

1:00 pm General Session (All Attendees) 
Louis Meyer: Welcome Session (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
Louis welcomes all attendees to Kidvention and provides details for the upcoming days. 

1:30 pm General Session (1 Hour and 15 minutes)  
Louis Meyer: Success Principles! (Fairfax Ballroom A) 

  Anyone can dramatically improve their performance and results – with the right tools and support. 
Yet most people have never learned the time-tested self-empowerment strategies and 
performance principles that are the basis for personal and professional success. If you’re ready to 
take your life to the next level, the Success Principles is the opportunity you’ve been waiting for.

3:00 pm Breakout Sessions (90 Minutes) 
Scott Green: Family Magic Workshop (Ash Grove C) 

  Learn how to make a show that's not just for children but has appeal for adults as well. It's  
  the surest way to get referrals and book more shows from the shows you're already doing 

Heather Green: Fresh Paint (Great Falls) 
Join Heather for a beginner’s journey into the colorful world of face painting. We will cover 
face painting supplies, brushes, hygiene, brush strokes and her 3 step program to start you 
face painting business.  This class is designed for beginners but painters of all levels are 
welcome. 

Marcela Bustamante: Linework Class (Ash Grove A&B)  
  You will paint along with Marcela a new range of linework using round, flat and special 	 	

	 brushes. The goal of this class is help you to get better on the linework you are currently 	
	 painting and incorporate new techniques and flow.


Pashur: Glitter Designs (Tysons Ballroom) 
  Glitter, glitter, glitter... Something we all love, but so full of so many overlooked possibilities!  
  Join Pashur as he shows you the many ways glitter can take your eye designs from average  
  to extraordinary! The designs you will learn are great for night clubs, fashion shows, editorial  
  photoshoots, masquerades and more. You will learn head turning glitter designs such as...  
  Fantasy Eye, Phoenix Eye, Tribal Eyes, Butterfly, Rio Carnivale, Glitter Masks, Glitter   
  Necklaces. He will also show you how to create elegant wisps that flow harmoniously in and  
  out of your eye designs with his signature "peacock line". 
  Demo + Hands-On Combo with LOTS OF GLITTER!!! 
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Jackie Ochitwa: Adorable Apple Twists (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  It's a class focusing on small and larger apple twisted characters.  The designs I    
  would teach in class would be my small cactus, pineapple, narwhal (I will show a    
  shark variation on this), a bee and snowman.   
   

Anthony Lena: POP Culture (Shenandoah) 
  Don’t let the title intimidate you! You won’t be asked to pop balloons against your will! In this  
  class, Anthony will share some of his crowd pleasing sculptures that are INSANELY popular  
  in our culture today and will be for years to come. Anthony guarantees the sculptures you will  
  learn are 100% usable and will receive an amazing reaction! Get ready to showcase your  
  awesomeness as a Balloon Artist! 

Holly Nicole George: New Twisters Start HERE! (Potomac) 
If you're brand new to the world of balloon twisting this class from Holly the Twister Sister will 
help you get in the game quickly!  With a few basic skills taught in this course you'll be able to 
add balloon twisting to your list of services so you can start profiting from your new skills right 
away! 

5:00pm Dinner Break (Vendors Open in Ballroom B from 5pm to 10pm) 

7:00 pm  Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 30 Minutes) 
Yoly Pacheco: The Basics of Ventriloquism (Ash Grove C) 

  If you are a beginner or just curious about Ventriloquism, then this is the class for you!  You  
  will learn lip control, pronunciation techniques for difficult letters, ways to practice and we will  
  also explore character voices 

Angel Rodriquez: Intro to Airbrushing! (Potomac) 
  This introductory class will provide tips on becoming comfortable with the airbrush,   
  troubleshooting, and proper airbrush care. Understanding stencil techniques, shading,   
  uniformity and blending will also help to enhance and make your designs unique.   
  There will be demo set ups for practicing 
   

Eva Wheeldon: Pinstriping Concepts (Potomac) 
  Are you already comfortable with your linework but want to take it up a notch?  We will   
  explore the art of the line and how to use this centuries old technique and incorporate it into  
  your everyday gigs. I will show you how to take your linework to the next level by using   
  pinstriping concepts to make your designs more elegant or more masculine, depending on  
  the client in your chair.  We will also cover the general rules to face painting and how   
  sometimes breaking those rules can make new and exciting designs. 

7:00 pm Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games! 
(Tysons Ballroom) 
Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other artists get together to 
unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Competition and 
a Balloon Competition (topics to be announced) as well as super fun games for attendees to 
play as you jam the night away! 

9:30 pm Duane Laflin: The Magical Choice for Wow and Wonder-full (Ashgrove C) 
  Clear and fun instruction about a performance style focused on creating wonder-full   
  experiences. Accompanied by many tricks and routines which help a performer present a  
  "wow" kind of magic that imparts the gift of "wonder" to the audience.  

11:00 pm Friday Night Fortune Raffle (Ballroom A) 
  Join us in Ballroom A to see if you won a prize! You don’t have to be present to win. 
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Saturday, January 18th 

9:00 am Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes) 
Scott Green: Power Up your Props (Ash Grove C) 

  Learn to get MORE from the tricks you already own. In this class you'll learn how to write a  
  great, fresh, contemporary routine around the magic you already know. 

Jay Bautista: Freehand Airbrushing for the Face (Great Falls) 
In this class Jay will demonstrate how to effectively airbrush the face.  There are many types 
of face painting that would require airbrush.  This class will go over freehand forms as well as 
using various shields to complete the look.  Jay will walk you through these tried and true 
techniques that will bring your artwork to  the next level.  

Jacqueline Rivera Howe: Glitter Effects On-the-Job (Ash Grove A&B)  
  Maximize wow factor with efficiency using glitter!


  In this workshop I will teach on:  
  1) making designs bolder incorporating glitter.   
  2) compare loose glitter to gels and cream base 
  3) applying glitter without smearing paint 
  4) glitter placement 
  5) add value without taking forever 

Bianca Hannah: Colorful One Stroke Floral with Cake Lillies (Presidential Theater) 
  In this class you will be learning how to create beautiful, colorful one stroke floral designs with 
  main focus on calla lilies. Learn about placement,  flow and get brave using a lot of colors.  

Cody Williams: Awesome Mix Vol 2 (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  This is the “volume” class. As many designs as we can make in the class ranging from Super  
  Heroes to princesses, from interactive designs to the repeated popular requests. These are  
  the designs I use most in my day to day events!


Dylan Rowe: The Fast and the Furious (Shenandoah) 
  Level up your line work with theses impressive deigns that are quick and easy to learn and  
  fast to make, no matter what level of balloon twister you are this class is for you. Dylan will  
  also cover the basics of using his round wheel print balloons, how to split them and how he  
  uses them in his line work, restaurants, and his modular build for vehicles.  

Brian Getz: How to Weave Balloons (Potomac) 
  Want to make huge sculptures like this year's mega-build? I'll teach you the basics of how to  
  weave balloons, including how to combine different weaves into a large project. It's 10   
  percent skill and 90 percent repetition. 

10:30 am Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes) 
Barry Mitchell: Make it & Make it Better (Ash Grove C) 

  Barry will share some of his best adaptations of classic magic and DIY customization.   
  Discover how to DIY and DI-fi the ordinary. All Barry’s effects use simple methods to generate 
  strong magic. AKA you can do it and your audiences will love it. Several effects and concepts 
  will be shown. Come ready to take notes, laugh and learn. 
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Kim Brennan: Festival Henna Favorites (Great Falls) 
  Fun favorites that are quick, cute and provide high return!  This class mixes some traditional  
  motifs with some of the most requested 'today' designs.  From paisleys to sugar skulls –   
  simple roses to dragons.  Requests may be taken in class!  This class requires the students  
  to bring paper and pen, practice henna or they may choose to follow along or video tape.  

Darci McHenry: Packages, Packages, Packages (Ash Grove A&B)  
  Are you "just" a face painter?  Are you losing out to "entertainment companies" who are one 

	 stop shops?  DO you want to diversify but are afraid to because you dont have staff and 	
	 dont know how to upsell?  I will teach you how to start small and strategically add services 	
	 and package what you can offer to make your company Pop and scream HIRE ME!  Learn 	
	 how to subcontract and work with other companies in a cooperative manner  - turn a 	 	
	 customer into a CONTRACT - Turn pennies into DOLLARS and watch your company and 	
	 income GROW!	  


Aubrie Jean Goodnoe: From Teens to Adults….Paint them all! (Presidential Theater) 
  Are you a pro with the little ones but your mind goes blank when you have to come up with  
  designs suitable for the older crowd? Join us and watch Aubrie Goodnoe as she    
  demonstrates designs, tips and tricks for creating artwork suitable for all ages! Stay for the  
  whole class and receive an awesome gifty at the end! 

Holly Nicole George: Character Cuties (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  Come learn some new twists on popular characters with Holly the Twister Sister! 
  These designs are based on Holly's lovable Cutie Patooties concept and turns characters  
  that may have taken you a long time to make in the past into fast and easy designs that you'll 
  be excited to surprise your customers with at your next event! 

Francine Miller: Fantasy Fairy Wings (Shenandoah) 
  Take flight with Francine on this magical fairy wing wearable class. In this class you   
  will learn how to make the fantasy fairy wings that she designed at last year’s Kidvention as  
  part of a dress collaboration. She will also discuss the design elements of some of her other  
  wing designs. This class is hands on and is best suited for moderate to advanced level   
  twisters but all are welcome to attend. Class notes and PDFs will be sent to class attendees. 

Eve Antonello: Decor Class (Potomac) 
TBD 

12:00 pm Lunch Break (Vendors Open Until 1:30 in Ballroom B) 

1:30 pm General Session (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 
Lisa Sterns: Goal Setting to Goal Getting: 6 Key Features of the Ultimate To Do List 
(Ballroom A) 

  Do your lists lack luster?  Are your lists useful tools that keep you on track to achieve your  
  goals?  Or, do they stray off target, never quite making the mark?  In this highly interactive  
  presentation, Lisa Stearns, author of A List is Not Enough, will share key strategies in crafting 
  power lists that keep you focused, motivated and confident you are always working smarter  
  not harder toward your Game Changer Goals. 

3:00 pm Breakout Sessions (90 Minutes) 
Sammy Smith: Magic Lecture (Ash Grove C) 

  TBD 

Mandy Gibson: Skull-Lucius! (Great Falls) 
  Make no bones about it - we want your skull!Everyone needs a great skull design to have as  
  a staple for Halloween, festivals, and parties because they are often requested and always a  
  hit! This class is all about skulls, but you will learn much more than how to paint an ordinary  
  skull. Voodoo, black light, colorful, skull contour, and even a freaky clown skull will be   
  covered in this fun, unique class. Don’t miss this one. It’s going to be skull-Lucius! 
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Heather Green: Fantasy Fun (Ash Grove A&B)  
  Dragons, mermaids, and mythical fun!


Pashur: Zombies (Presidential Theater) 
  Zombies are on demand all year long. In this hands-on workshop, Pashur will show you how  
  to create several money making zombies using face paint and gore fx products that are used  
  in theater and film. There will be fun zombies and gruesome zombies too, great for parties,  
  zombie crawls, movies and simply scaring kids down the street. Demos Include: Fast   
  Zombie, Ghost Zombie, Eerie Zombie, Toxic Zombie, Virus Zombie, Cute Cartoon Zombie  
  and much more! There will also be numerous Gore FX tips and tricks... fake blood   
  techniques, bruises, bites, veins, scratches, fake wounds and more!This class is going to be  
  super fun and super informative! No prosthetics will be used. 

Jackie Ochitwa: Adorable Apple Twists (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  It's a class focusing on small and larger apple twisted characters.  The designs I    
  would teach in class would be my small cactus, pineapple, narwhal (I will show a    
  shark variation on this), a bee and snowman.   
   

Anthony Lena: POP Culture (Shenandoah) 
  Don’t let the title intimidate you! You won’t be asked to pop balloons against your will! In this  
  class, Anthony will share some of his crowd pleasing sculptures that are INSANELY popular  
  in our culture today and will be for years to come. Anthony guarantees the sculptures you will  
  learn are 100% usable and will receive an amazing reaction! Get ready to showcase your  
  awesomeness as a Balloon Artist! 

Dylan Rowe: Weaving (Potomac) 
TBD 

5:00 pm Dinner Break (Vendors Open in Terrace Room from 5pm to 10pm) 

7:00 pm Bob and Teresa Gretton: Give a Rose, Make a Memory with Napkin Roses (Ash Grove 
C) (1 hour and 15 minutes) 

  Creating the beautiful art of paper napkin roses is a wonderful art form and makes great tools 
  for clowns. This hands-on class shows how to cut and fold the roses and learn different types 
  of soft assistance used during sensitive times.  Create paper roses that will make a memory.  

Clayton James: Know Your Stencils (Potomac) 
  In this class Clayton will teach several techniques to getting perfect stencil transfers for your  
  face paint designs.  
  He’ll explain which techniques work best for different kinds of stencils, as well    
  as proper stencil placement to work with the flow of your designs and focal points. 
  Participation is encouraged, so bring a practice head, practice mat or paint your neighbor. 
  There will be plenty of Ooh! Stencil giveaways, and chocolate. Everyone loves chocolate. 

7:00 pm Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games! 
(Tysons Ballroom) 
Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other artists get together to 
unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Competition and 
a Balloon Competition (topics to be announced) as well as super fun games for attendees to 
play as you jam the night away! 

8:30 pm Attendee Variety Show!  (Ballroom A) 
This is YOUR opportunity to show off your skills!   You have 6 minutes to show off your best 
magic trick, juggling, clown act, etc.  This has been a really fun show to watch every year!  
We will be taking sign ups for this on Facebook and at the convention (if not full). 
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10:00 pm Sonny Nardone-Late Night Comedy Hypnosis Show for Kidvention Attendees   
  (Ballroom A) 

Our late-night, attendee-only shows have been one of the highlights of every Kidvention. 
Grab your favorite beverage and join us for fun and folly!  This year we have comedy 
hypnotist, Sonny Nardone, performing his hilarious show.  It’s worth staying up late for!!! 

 

Sunday, January 19th 

8:00 am  Earl Long: Sunday Morning Church Service (Ballroom A) 
 Just because you are at a convention doesn’t mean that you have to miss church!  Join Earl 

as he combines a gospel message in an entertaining way! 

9:00 am Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes) 
Ken Scott: Magic Routines for the Family Performer (Ash Grove C) 

  Come learn from one of the busiest family show performers in the country.  You will   
  learn routines that you can instantly put into your own show. 
  You will see and learn routines that have been tested for years in front of audiences of all  
  ages.  If you perform for birthdays, school shows, pre schools, libraries, and family shows  
  you DO NOT want to miss this lecture. 

Jay Bautista: Utilizing Shields for Airbrushing (Great Falls) 
  What is a shield in airbrushing? How do I use it?  There are so many stencils out on the   
  market today, it can make your head spin.  Jay will demonstrate the effective use of shields  
  that you yourself can create to create beautiful looks.  These techniques can be used to   
  accomplish various beauty pieces.  How do you finish a beautiful body paint? By adding   
  these techniques to your skill set you will be able to complete your piece masterfully. 

Aubrie Jean Goodnoe: Faux Real-She did THAT with Stencils? (Ash Grove A&B)  
  Take you face paint game from good to GREAT with this advanced stencil class. Learn how 	

	 to take your everyday designs to the next level as well as creating brand new creations! Join 
	 Aubrie Goodnoe to watch as she demonstrates OR bring your small kits and practice boards 
	 to follow along! (Stencils provided for use in class) Stay for the whole class and receive and 	
	 awesome gift at the end!


Bianca Hannah: 3D Realistic Painting (Presidential Theater) 
  In this class you'll learn how bring your designs  to a third dimension.  
  We will create 3D realistic looking and detailed designs and learn about blending,   
  contouring,  contrast, proportions, light and shadow. 

Holly Nicole George: Geo Animals 2 (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  Have you ever twisted a Geo balloon?  Did you know you could make some of the most   
  adorable balloon animals faster and easier using Geo's?  In this class, Holly the Twister   
  Sister is back with more usable designs that you can make featuring Geo balloons that will  
  set you apart from your competition, delight your customers and open your mind up to a   
  whole new world of twisting possibilities!


Brian Getz: How to Create a Balloon Show (Shenandoah) 
  Brand new for 2019. How to create and lead an educational, library or ministry program. I'll  
  teach a couple of my favorite lessons, explain their common elements and give advice for  
  how to build your own lesson around a theme. 
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10:30 am Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 
Yoly Pacheco: Creating a Puppet Character and Implementing a Puppet in your Show! 
(Ash Grove C) 

  This class will cover puppet voices, manipulation, and acting techniques for developing   
  strong characters. This is a hands-on class! This class will motivate you to use a puppet in  
  your next show. 

Angel Rodriquez: Intermediate Airbrushing (Great Falls) 
  This class is designed for those who may have familiarity with the airbrush and know the  
  fundamental operations of the tool. We will quickly refresh the basics and focus on-line work/ 
  airbrush combo, texture, dimension, finishing detail, and adding sparkle to create attention- 
  grabbing artwork.  There will be demo set ups for practicing 

Kim Brennan: Fun-TASTIC-Florals- Henna (Ash Grove A&B)  
  Breaking down different floral elements for use in feminine flowing designs that are make all 	

	 the ladies want one when creating at a festival or party gig!  Large and impressive or small 	
	 and delicate, you will be able to customize your bouquets!  Roses in ‘tattoo’ and Gulf style 	
	 and the ever popular hibiscus will be broken down into elements so you can build them up!


  This class requires the students to bring paper and pen, practice henna or they may choose  
  to follow along or video tape.  Suggested that students take a ‘Mixing basics’ class before this 
  class- mixing questions will be relegated to end of class (as time allows) or jam room. 

Darci McHenry: Speed Painting for Slow Painters (Presidential Theater) 
  Do you have to turn down large events because you'll never get through every kid?  Do you 

have trouble with running over time at a party if there are a few extra guests?  DO you lose 
gigs to your competition because they're faster than you are?  Learn how to create maximum 
impact full face designs in a fraction of the time!  As a speed painter you can do 30-40 even 
more faces per hour without losing the wow factor!  Details.. Glitter, even custom requests 
can be done with these tips and tricks.  Learn to cut the chit chat and maximize your 
efficiency - time is MONEY! learn these things and you too can hear "you're so good and so 
fast!"

Cody Williams: Flair (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  The class all on performing with your designs! This class will purely be on techniques and  
  tricks you can take away and add to your current designs and make them into routines. We  
  will be going over several techniques on how to break balloons, tying techniques (including  
  the one handed knot), one handed twisting, and general tricks and patter to make your   
  twisting even more fun to watch at your next event!  


Dylan Rowe: Weapons, Wearables, and Weird Stuff (Shenandoah) 
  This class will cover some more advanced techniques to make balloon weapons more   
  WOWable, Wearable balloons that kids and adults will want to wear , and for the first time  
  Dylan will teach his technique on how to make a working water gun and soap bubble blower  
  out of balloons, he has been keeping this under his hat for a long time. 

12:00 pm Lunch (Vendors Open Until 2:00 pm---LAST CHANCE to purchase from Vendors!) 
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2:00 pm Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 
Bob and Teresa Gretton: The Best Laid Plans, BUT… (Ash Grove C) 

  Good for any type of performer. Clown, Magician, Face Painter. Having a Plan “A” & a Plan  
  “B”. You get to your event and neither are going to work. How do you pull it off.  That is the  
  Question??? 

Mandy Gibson: Freaky, Scary, & Fantasy Festival (Great Falls) 
  When the dead walk the earth you must have been in Mandys class. Get more boys & girls of 
  all ages in your chair? This informative class shows different scary and fantasy make up   
  techniques & designs. Demonstrations on incorporating face paint with powders, stencils,  
  glitters, and easy SFX takes your festival faces to the next level. We will review how to break  
  down designs for pricing tiers. This class will not only help you wow your clients but your   
  pockets too! 

Jacqueline Rivera Howe: Bright-Brisk-Brilliant (Ash Grove A&B)  
  In this workshop I will teach on:

  1) techniques creating bold designs  
  2) using rainbow cakes & one strokes  
  3) improving line-work  
  4) Glitter application! (of course)  

Marcela Bustamante: Girls Masks Class (Presidential Theater) 
  In this class Marcela will show you how to paint girls masks understanding placement of   
  elements, focal points and a variety of color combinations on about 4-6- designs that you can 
  use on the job.  Princesses, fairies, butterflies and all about beautiful girls designs. 

Jackie Ochitwa: Small but Mighty Cute! (Fairfax Ballroom A) 
  These are my cute little animals that can be made into candy cups or left as cute bracelets or 
  décor add-ons.  They include my koala, parrot, puppy, lamb and octopus ice cream.  


Anthony Lena: Cuteness Overload (Shenandoah) 
  Prepare yourself for some of the cutest balloon sculptures on the face of the planet! Seriously 
  prepare yourself. If you are looking to add super adorable sculptures to your events, You  
  won’t want to miss this class!!! I can already hear you saying “Awwwwww!” 

3:30 pm General Session (45 Minutes) 
The Ken Scott Interview: Business Lecture (Ballroom A) 

  Join Atlanta’s best magician, Ken Scott, as he interviews some of our instructors on their best 
  business and marketing practices!  This will be the one that everyone is talking about later,  
  don’t miss it! 

4:15 pm Closing Ceremony (Ballroom A) 

5:00 pm  Dinner Break 

6:00 pm Kapital Kidvention Children’s Pre-Show (Ballroom Foyer) 
Close-up magicians, face painters, and balloon artists will have an opportunity to show off 
their skills by entertaining young attendees prior to the BIG Show. 

7:00 pm Kapital Kidvention BIG Show (Ballroom A) 
Watch our Kapital Kidvention presenters entertain a local audience with their style of magic 
and comedy. Come join the fun!!  Registered Kidvention attendees receive one ticket to the 
BIG Show. 

8:30 pm Night Jam Session! (Tysons Ballroom) 
YES, we will be having one more JAM after the big show!!! 
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